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The modern network information technology is developing and evolving at a 
high speed, and the power industry in the form of modern enterprise system is 
increasingly perfect as well. Economic profits of the power enterprises closely depends 
on the quality of power marketing, at the same time, the overall class of the power 
marketing management also directly decides the profile and level of service for the 
power companies. The power marketing plays a key role in the power management 
system, especially as a direct income part of power enterprises, thus improving and 
perfecting the overall level of power marketing management are very indispensable 
for the development of power enterprises and the management of entire enterprise, 
meanwhile put forward higher requirements for power marketing department. The 
informationization and networked development of the power enterprises has 
significant effect on promoting the quality of management and realizing higher power 
sales target.  
Based on the practical investigation and research to current mode of electric 
power marketing management, this thesis systematically analyzes the functional 
requirements of electric power marketing system and made a detailed summary of 
related business processes of this system. The design and implementation of power 
marketing management system specific to current power supply companies are carried 
out, including main function module’s design of the system based on detailed 
requirement analysis, the unified data coding of system database in order to ensure the 
security and stability of the system. This thesis’s center is the design and 
implementation of the power fee payment sub-system and user interface layer. The 
main innovation of the system includes, use of multi-store structural and  
object-oriented programming; use of data-scattered business model; use of the design 
tool to organize all the features of the operation; and use of self-reconfigurable 
technology to design the form of menu and interface. 
The use of this system in actual process of power marketing is beneficial to 
expediting the communication between power users and enterprises, further 
enhancing the work efficiency. What’s more, the centralized management of power 















job satisfaction of marketing departments in power companies, finally to achieve a 
win-win situation between power enterprises and power users. 
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